In Brief
Visual stimuli that mimic approaching objects induce escape responses in a variety of species. Temizer et al. show that this behavior can be evoked in larval zebrafish and use functional imaging to identify visual areas that respond to approaching objects. They demonstrate that the optic tectum plays a key role in the behavior.
INTRODUCTION
A key function of the visual system is to extract ecologically relevant information from the environment in order to initiate appropriate behavior. A looming stimulus is a two-dimensional representation of an object approaching on a collision course, which may represent a predator or an obstacle [1] . The behavioral response to looming stimuli is remarkably conserved across animal species [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] including humans [7] , and usually involves stereotyped defensive responses, such as freezing or escape. Given the importance of avoiding predation, we would expect that evolution has selected for a fast, hardwired neural pathway for the detection of looming. Indeed, specialized looming-sensitive neurons have been found in visual areas in locusts [8, 9] , Drosophila [10] , amphibians [11] , and pigeons [2] . The visual parameters that are commonly used to detect looming threats include estimated time to collision [2] and a specific angular size of a looming object on the retina [8, 12, 13] .
Based on the rapidly expanding size of looming stimuli, a looming detector would require a large receptive field, in which inputs from an array of smaller units are pooled. The smaller units might be detectors of luminance change (e.g., dimming) or of sweeping edges. Their activation in a center-to-periphery sequence would mirror an expanding disk and thus signal looming. It is unclear where along the visual pathway the smaller units and the looming detectors reside. In mice, at least one type of retinal ganglion cell (RGC) that is specialized for detecting approach motion has been described [14] , although it is not known how specific this cell type is for looming stimuli and whether it is involved in defensive behavior [15] .
To begin to investigate the neural basis for visually evoked escape in zebrafish larvae, we first explored the behavioral response to looming stimuli in semi-restrained zebrafish larvae. A head-restrained preparation facilitates stimulus control and tracking of tail kinematics. We found that specific parameters of the looming stimulus are critical to elicit escape maneuvers [16] [17] [18] [19] . Furthermore, we demonstrated that larvae initiate escapes when the angular size of the looming stimulus surpasses 20 . To identify the retinorecipient areas responding to behaviorally relevant stimuli, we imaged Ca 2+ signals in RGC axon terminals during stimulus presentation. We identified three brain areas in which RGC axons responded to looming stimuli. Pixelwise analysis allowed us to detect a subset of these inputs that selectively responded to behaviorally relevant stimuli. Through targeted laser ablations in the tectal neuropil, we showed that an intact tectum plays an important role in looming-triggered escapes. Thus, our work has defined the visual stimulus parameters that trigger escape and established the retinotectal neuropil as the likely site of looming computation in the zebrafish brain.
RESULTS

An Expanding Disk Triggers Escape in Zebrafish Larvae
To investigate the escape behavior evoked by looming stimuli, we developed a head-restrained behavioral paradigm in which larvae were embedded in agarose and their tails were freed so that swimming behavior could be recorded with a high-speed camera ( Figure 1A) . Initial experiments showed that binocular presentation of a looming dark disk, which starts as a small (D) Bend angle plots showing the evolution of the tail shape during spontaneous and escape swims for a 7-dpf larva. Tail deflection angles, indicating the overall bend angle from the baseline for each digitized tail point, are color coded in each column.
(E) Two tail metrics (maximum tail bend angle and average tail beat frequency) were extracted and used to identify escape swims. Data were pooled from 114 spontaneous swim bouts and 236 escape swim bouts (n = 36 larvae). The intensity of the shading depicts the mean value of each group. See also Figure S1 and Movies S1, S3, and S4.
dot and expands until it fills the whole screen, is an effective escape stimulus. In this stimulus configuration, we found that larvae performed the typical C-bend fast starts that were previously described in response to acoustic or head-tactile stimuli [20, 21] ( Figure 1B ). The C-bend turns the larva away from the aversive looming stimulus and is followed by an immediate fast forward swim, another kinematic feature of escape [16] , which propels the larva away from the looming object. The time from the onset of tail bending to the moment of maximum tail curvature varied between 9 ms and 18 ms ( Figure 1B ), similar to escapes evoked by tactile stimuli [16] . This C-bend and forward-swim sequence was also observed in freely swimming larvae presented with the looming stimulus (Movie S1).
To verify that the visually evoked escape we observe involves the retina, rather than alternate pathways such as deep brain photoreceptors or the pineal organ [22, 23] , we tested the escape response of lakritz mutants, which lack RGCs [24] . We observed that lakritz mutants did not perform any escapes in response to looming stimuli ( Figure S1 ), confirming that looming-triggered escapes require the retina. Notably, lakritz mutants are still capable of escapes in response to tactile cues (Movie S2).
Monocular Stimulation Evokes Escapes away from the Looming Disk
Next, we asked whether larvae are able to direct their escape swim away from an approaching object by investigating the relationship between escape direction and stimulus position within the visual field ( Figure 1C ). Looming stimuli were presented in the center, left, and right of the larva's visual field. Moving looming stimuli, which started on the left and moved to the right while looming (or vice versa), were also presented ( Figure 1C ). Quantification of initial escape bend direction demonstrated a strong preference of the larvae to swim away from the looming stimulus. For example, both the stationary looming stimulus on the right and a left-to-right-moving looming stimulus reliably evoked leftward escapes ( Figure 1C ). We observed an overall preference for leftward escape bends in these larvae. Behavioral laterality has been documented previously [25] and could be the explanation for this bias.
The responses to lateral stimuli suggested that purely monocular stimuli might be able to induce escape behavior. We presented looming stimuli on a screen visible to only one eye ( Figure 1B ) and found that the monocular stimulus evoked escape responses that were kinematically similar to those evoked by binocular stimuli (Movie S3). When the right eye was presented with the looming stimulus, the larva typically performed an escape with the initial bend to the left. Monocularly triggered escapes tended to have a lower maximum bend angle than binocular escapes, perhaps because a monocular looming object is approaching from the side (as opposed to the front), meaning that the larva does not need to make as sharp a turn to swim away from the object. This experiment also showed that an increase in angular size detected by one eye gives sufficient information to the brain to trigger an escape. The use of monocular stimuli allows the contralateral side to be used as a within fish control for unilateral ablation experiments. Thus, for the remainder of this work we focus on monocularly induced escapes.
Escape Swims Are Kinematically Distinct from Spontaneous Swims
In the absence of visual stimuli, larvae occasionally perform spontaneous swims. Comparison of the two types of behaviors showed that escape swims are characterized by movement of more rostral tail segments and a higher tail beat frequency than spontaneous swims, as revealed by dynamic bend angle plots ( Figure 1D ; Movie S4). We used a quantitative thresholding approach to objectively distinguish spontaneous and escape swims. First, the tail was digitized as previously described [26] , and we extracted tail shape and kinematics from 350 swimming bouts performed in the presence (escape swims) or absence (spontaneous swims) of looming stimuli. The two parameters of maximum tail bend and average tail beat frequency revealed a clear separation between spontaneous and escape swims ( Figure 1E We classified as escape any swim bout that met the following three criteria: (1) initial escape bend direction away from the stimulus, (2) average tail beat frequency R35 Hz or maximum bend angle R70
, and (3) occurring before the collision (when angular size reaches 180
). These conservative criteria allowed classification of escape swims with high accuracy (false positive rate 0%, false negative rate 7.2%). Looming-evoked escapes habituate after repeated display of the stimulus in many species [4, 12, 13] , and we also observed that zebrafish larvae would eventually habituate and cease responding. Thus, we excluded trials including and following four consecutive unsuccessful trials.
Escape Responses Are Most Effectively Elicited by a Dark Looming Disk on a Bright Background
Which parameters of the looming stimulus elicit escape behavior? We tested five different stimulus conditions: a looming dark disk on a bright background, a looming bright disk on a dark background, a receding bright disk on a dark background, a receding dark disk on a bright background, and a uniformly dimming stimulus ( Figure 2A) .
A dark disk that expands from 2 to 48 of the visual field (hereafter referred to as dark looming) is the most effective stimulus, evoking escapes in more than 80% of the trials ( Figure 2B ). We asked whether the luminance change alone was sufficient to evoke an escape, and we found that a 48 disk that was dimmed with identical temporal dynamics did not elicit escapes. The same was true for a disk that dimmed more slowly, with constant luminance decrements over time (linear dimming). Similarly, a bright receding disk (receding bright) was also ineffective, suggesting that dimming alone, or a combination of dimming and moving edges, is insufficient to induce escape behavior (Figure 2B ). We next tested whether a looming bright disk on a dark background (bright looming) would trigger escapes. This stimulus evoked escapes in about 25% of the trials, suggesting that there are mechanisms that extract global expansion from a visual scene, regardless of the sign of stimulus contrast (Figure 2B ). Finally, we tested a receding dark disk on a bright background (dark receding) to determine whether a decrease in the size of a dark spot would trigger the behavior. We did not observe any escapes in response to a receding dark disk (Figure 2B ), suggesting that expansion is an important parameter of the looming stimulus.
Probability of Escape Is Invariant over Slow-toModerate Approach Velocities
Our looming stimulus models an object approaching at a constant velocity, which is fully described mathematically by the object's size-to-speed ratio (l/v), l being the half-width of the object that is approaching at constant speed, v. Such constant velocity stimuli have been widely used to investigate escape responses in birds, fish, and insects [2, 6, 8, 27] . To further explore the behavioral correlates of the looming stimulus, we varied l/v (Figure 3A) . We tested a range of l/v values: 30 ms, 60 ms, 90 ms, 120 ms, and 150 ms, which correspond to approach speeds of 1, 0.5, 0.33, 0.25, and 0.2 cm/s for an object with a radius of l = 0.03 cm. We found that the probability of escapes was consistently high for l/v values above 30 ms. For the rapidly looming stimulus of l/v = 30 ms, however, there was a decrease in escape probability ( Figure 3B ), suggesting that the expansion speed of this stimulus might exceed the detection limit of the escape circuitry.
Escape Is Evoked Once the Disk Exceeds a Threshold Size of Approximately 20
To dissect the stimulus parameters that are correlated with escape onset, we looked at the timing of responses for the range of l/v values. Strikingly, examining the remaining time to collision at the escape behavior onsets across l/v values ( Figure 3C ) revealed a strong linear relationship. This linear relationship suggests that escape is initiated when the stimulus reaches a threshold angular size on the retina, rather than at a fixed time before collision with the approaching object [8] . We computed this threshold angular size as 21.7 ± 2.5 (mean ± SE) based on the slope of the linear regression in Figure 3C . Similarly, a linear regression on the angular size at escape onset across l/v values (excluding l/v = 30 ms, which does not reliably trigger escape) supports the concept of an angular size threshold of approximately 20
( Figure 3D ). To directly test this angular size threshold, we devised another set of experiments with truncated looming stimuli, which expand until a certain size is reached and then stop. Looming stimuli truncated to 15 or smaller were relatively ineffective at triggering the behavior but did occasionally elicit an escape ( Figure 3E ). However, stimuli with final angular sizes above $20 reliably induced escape. We fitted the data with a sigmoid, and confidence intervals placed the center of the sigmoid (or point of maximum slope), between 17.5 and 20.7
( Figure 3E , dashed red lines). These data support the idea that the angular size of the stimulus is a critical parameter for computing approach.
For stimuli that approach with constant speed, angular size and speed are interrelated and thus difficult to disentangle. We generated a linearly expanding stimulus in which angular expansion was constant, unlike the constant approach speed stimuli (e.g., Figure 3A ) in which the angular size expands exponentially. This stimulus expands more slowly than the constant approach speed looming object, particularly toward the end of the stimulus. We found that the 20 /s looming stimulus triggered more escape responses than the slower or faster stimuli ( Figure 3F ), indicating that the expansion speed of the looming stimulus is an important factor in evoking escape.
Visual Areas AF6 and AF8 Respond to Looming as well as Dimming Stimuli Next we used functional imaging to determine whether there are RGCs that respond to looming stimuli. RGC axons innervate nine distinct arborization fields (AFs) in the larval brain, in addition to the optic tectum ( Figure S2 ) [28, 29] . We performed two-photon calcium imaging of RGC axon terminals in larvae expressing the calcium indicator GCaMP6s under control of the RGC-specific promoter Islet2b. We presented a dark looming stimulus that was highly effective in triggering escapes (l/v = 60 ms). While displaying the looming stimulus monocularly to the larvae and scanning through the contralateral AFs, we detected robust responses in only two extratectal areas, AF6 and AF8 ( Figures  4A-4C ). To assess the stimulus selectivity of these areas, we presented the array of stimuli used for the behavior experiments. Additionally, to compare the responses to a looming stimulus with different kinematics, we tested a linearly looming stimulus (linear looming) that robustly triggered the escape behavior (20 /s angular expansion; see Figure 3F ). During each trial, there was first a blank screen, followed by the appearance of the stimulus ( Figure 4B , ''stim on''), then the expansion, contraction, or dimming of the object (''start'') until the stimulus ceased changing (''end'') and finally disappeared (''stim off'').
We found that AF6 RGC axons responded robustly to the dark looming stimulus ( Figure 4A ). AF6 RGCs were also activated by a linear looming stimulus ( Figure 4A ), which might be expected as this stimulus also evokes escape and is distinct from dark looming only in its temporal evolution. In addition, AF6 RGC axons responded to the dimming stimulus ( Figure 4A ). For these three decreasing luminance (OFF) stimuli, the peak AF6 response occurred during the expansion or darkening of the dark disk ( Figure 4B ). We also observed a slight response to the dark receding stimulus, but the plot of the time course of the response shows that the AF6 RGC axons were responding to the initial appearance of the dark stimulus, not its receding motion (Figure 4B) . We also investigated the response of AF6 to a bright looming stimulus, which occasionally evoked escapes (Figure 2B) , and found that AF6 was not responsive to this stimulus ( Figure 4A ).
We also observed responses to the looming stimulus in a more dorsal plane containing AF7, AF8, and AF9 ( Figure 4C ). Like AF6, AF8 axons responded to both looming dark and dimming (OFF) stimuli. Interestingly, AF9 RGCs responded vigorously to only looming bright and receding bright (ON) stimuli. For the receding bright stimulus, the time course of the response shows that the AF9 axons were activated by the appearance of the bright stimulus, not the receding motion ( Figure 4D ). Some AF9 axons were activated by dark looming and dimming stimuli, but this response was relatively weak. The third AF in this plane, AF7, was only weakly activated by bright looming stimuli and did not respond to any of the darkening stimuli ( Figure 4C ).
Pixelwise Analysis Reveals a Generalized OFF Response of RGCs Innervating AF6 and AF8
To determine whether individual RGC axons in these AFs are selective for any of the stimuli, we further analyzed the responses of single pixels within the imaging data. Each pixel corresponds to an area of 0.3 to 0.6 mm 2 , which is in the range of single presynaptic boutons of RGC axons [30] . We compared the pixel responses to dark versus bright looming by subtracting each pixel's bright looming response from its dark looming response. This revealed that most AF6 and AF8 pixels responded to the dark looming stimulus, whereas AF9 pixels were activated by bright looming ( Figure 5A ). An analysis of the temporal dynamics of six example pixels (two from each AF) showed that responses to the dark looming and dimming stimuli occurred during the darkening (OFF) phase of the stimulus ( Figure 5B ), while the responses to the receding stimuli occurred at the initial appearance of the stimulus ('' Figure 5B , ''stim on'' ).
We next plotted the individual pixel responses to dark looming versus all other stimuli to assess whether this more fine-grained analysis would reveal selectivity for different stimulus features. Comparing the responses to dark looming and dimming for AF6 and AF8, we see that pixels that responded to looming dark also responded to dimming stimuli ( Figure 5C , panel 1). We found that most AF6 pixels responded equally to looming and linear looming stimuli ( Figure 5C, panel 4) . Interestingly, the scatter plot of pixel responses in AF9 suggests two distinct populations: one that responded to decreasing luminance stimuli and a larger population that was activated by the increases in luminance that occurred during the looming and receding bright stimuli ( Figure 5C , panels [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] . Based on this analysis, AF6 and AF8 seem to be predominately innervated by RGCs that respond to decreases in luminance, rather than behaviorally relevant parameters such as the expansion of the looming object. 
Functional Imaging Reveals Looming-Specific Subsets of RGC Axons in the Tectal Neuropil
We expanded our analysis of looming-responsive RGCs by performing imaging experiments in the optic tectum. The tectum receives highly organized RGC input, with each axon arborizing in one of the ten layers of visual neuropil [31] . In response to the dark looming and linear looming stimuli, we saw robust activation in several layers of the stratum fibrosum et griseum (SFGS; Figure 6A ) and often the stratum griseum centrale (SGC; Figure S3A ). The dimming stimulus also activated some SFGS axons, but this response was confined to the deepest layer of SFGS, SFGS6 ( Figure 6A ). All of these stimuli primarily evoked responses in the central (rather than the more anterior or posterior) SFGS ( Figure 6A ). This confined response could be due to the fact that our screen spanned 62 of the monocular visual field. The looming stimulus therefore did not sweep across (legend continued on next page) the most nasal and most temporal regions of the retina, which provide input to anterior and posterior tectum, respectively. In contrast, the two bright stimuli, bright receding and bright looming, both activated a larger swath of the tectum throughout the anterior/posterior axis ( Figure 6A ). This broad response could be due to the activation of RGCs that have very large receptive fields or respond to overall luminance. Indeed, in the case of the receding bright stimulus, the response occurred at the appearance of the large bright object, not during the receding motion, indicating that these RGCs are most likely activated by the increase in luminance ( Figure 6B ). In addition, we imaged the tectal neuropil responses to the dark receding stimulus and a dark flashed disk of 48 ( Figure S3B ), which induced similar activation patterns to the bright receding and dimming stimuli, respectively.
Pixelwise analysis of the tectal imaging data revealed populations of pixels that responded to decreasing or increasing luminance stimuli ( Figure 6C ), as in AF6, AF8, and AF9. However, unlike in the extratectal AFs, many dark-looming-responsive pixels had a negligible response to dimming (e.g., Figure 6C , pixel 1). Indeed, the majority of looming-responsive pixels in the tectum had a weaker response to dimming than to looming ( Figure 6D, panel 1) . We calculated the ratio of the responses to looming over dimming for each pixel and found that this ratio was significantly higher for tectal pixels compared to extratectal AF pixels (Mann-Whitney U test, p = 6.9 3 10 À4 , < 1 3 10 À10 , and 1 3 10 À10 for tectum versus AF6, AF8, and AF9, respectively.)
Finally, we visualized the location of dark-looming-selective pixels within the tectum by subtracting each pixel's dimming response from its dark looming response ( Figure 6E ). This analysis confirmed that many of the pixels in the SFGS responded selectively to the expansion of the dark object, rather than to the change in luminance. When we plotted dark-looming-selective pixels in the extratectal AFs with the same scale, we saw only a few pixels in AF6 with a slight preference for looming (Figure 6E) . These results suggest that, unlike AF6 and AF8, the tectum receives substantial input from looming-specific RGCs.
Lesions of the Tectal Neuropil Impair Looming-Evoked Escapes
Since our imaging experiments identified tectal RGC axons that responded specifically to the behaviorally relevant looming stimuli, we focused on the tectum as the potential neural substrate for escape behavior. To test the necessity of retinotectal projections for looming-evoked escape, we performed laser ablations of the tectal neuropil. Ablations were performed unilaterally in the left tectum of larvae expressing the fluorescent protein Dendra in RGCs. We selectively targeted the RGC axon bundles entering the tectum ( Figure 7A ). The contralateral tectum served as a control. Lesioning of axons subsequent to targeted ablations was immediately detectable ( Figure 7A , post-ablation). All larvae were imaged 24 hr after the ablations to verify the persistence of the lesions. We confirmed that the ablations were restricted to the tectum by assessing the integrity of other AFs with DiI (1,1 0 -dioctadecyl-3,3,3 0 ,3 0 -tetramethylindocarbocyanine perchlorate) injections to the eye to label RGC axons ( Figure 7B) .
We found that larvae with tectum lesions were significantly impaired in their ability to escape in response to a looming stimulus ( Figure 7C ). To confirm that the tectal neuropil ablations did not have a generally adverse effect on visual function or swimming behavior, we tested the optomotor response (OMR), before and after ablation, by presenting a moving grating to the ablated side. In line with previous work [32] , the OMR was unaffected by ablation of the tectum ( Figure 7E) . In a few experiments, we recorded the behavior of individual larvae before and after the ablation ( Figure 7D ). The lesions completely abolished escape responses on the ablated side, while behavior was unaltered on the control side (n = 2 larvae). Together, these data indicate that the tectum plays an important role in looming-evoked escape behavior.
DISCUSSION
We have established a behavioral paradigm to study escape behavior of zebrafish larvae in response to looming stimuli. We determined the specific parameters of the stimulus that triggered escape responses and used functional imaging to identify a subset of RGC axons that respond to looming. Two retinorecipient brain areas, AF6 and AF8, were shown to respond robustly, although not exclusively, to looming stimuli. RGCs innervating these two areas also responded to overall dimming. However, a looming-specific pattern of excitation within the retinorecipient layers of the optic tectum was detected, suggesting the existence of looming-selective RGCs that project only to the tectum. Ablation of RGC axons in the tectal neuropil markedly reduced the escape behavior, establishing the importance of this area for visually evoked escapes.
Previously, studies in visual looming-mediated escape behaviors in locusts [9] , flies [4, 10] , pigeons [2] , adult teleost fish [6, 33] , amphibians [11, 34] , mice [15] , and primates [1] have shown that animals utilize similar neurobehavioral strategies to respond to the approach of a threatening stimulus. Electrophysiological and behavioral studies in the locust have identified a looming-sensitive cell, the lobula giant movement detector. The peak response timing of this cell varies linearly with the looming stimulus size-to-speed (l/v) ratio [8, 9] . This linear relationship means that the response peak of these cells occurs at a fixed delay after the stimulus reaches an angular size threshold on the retina. As a result, escapes in response to fast-looming stimuli (small l/v) occur later than to slow-looming stimuli (large l/v). Interestingly, our studies have found a similar linear relationship between the timing of escape onsets, the anticipated time of collision and the value of l/v (Figures 3C and 3D) . Furthermore, the threshold angular size that was observed in our study (D) Scatter plots comparing peak pixel responses for looming dark versus control stimuli. Pixels that are close to the unity line (x = y) respond similarly to both compared stimuli (n = 4 larvae). ; Figure 3D ) is remarkably similar to the angular size thresholds in other species [8, 11] . The observation that this parameter matches quantitatively among phylogenetically distant species may reflect a convergence of the computational mechanisms that have evolved to signal approach of a threatening object.
Our lesioning experiments implicate the optic tectum in the looming-evoked escape response. The tectum and its mammalian homolog, the superior colliculus, contain a high-resolution map of visual space and are generally thought to be involved in localizing objects and directing appropriate orienting movements toward or away from salient objects, such as prey or predators [35] [36] [37] . We show that the direction of the escape behavior is dependent on the location of the stimulus within the visual field ( Figure 1C) . Thus, the location of looming-responsive neurons within the tectum could be read out to generate a directional motor response.
We found that RGCs in two retinorecipient areas, AF6 and AF8, as well as several layers of the tectum, were robustly activated by dark looming stimuli. It is worth noting that an expanding stimulus sweeps across a large part of the visual field and therefore activates a substantial population of neurons. This feature makes it inherently difficult to identify the neurons (C) Escape probability in control larvae (transgenic siblings; n = 13 larvae) and ablated larvae to the intact and ablated side (n = 12 larvae; GEE, p = 6. that are directly involved in encoding the escape-triggering stimulus. To identify the neural substrate of the behavior, we used a variety of stimuli that shared some parameters with the looming stimulus but did not evoke the behavior. Using pixelwise analysis, we found that individual RGC axons in AF6 and AF8 responded generally to a decrease in luminance, rather than the behaviorally relevant parameter of expansion. These AFs have been shown to receive input predominately from RGCs with dendrites in the OFF layer of the inner plexiform layer [29] , which is consistent with their responses to dark looming and dimming. The functions of AF6 and AF8 remain unclear. They may ''alert'' the tectum to the presence of a shadow, thus facilitating a looming-evoked escape, or they may be involved in different luminance-sensitive behaviors, such as phototaxis.
Within the tectum, we observed responses to looming and dimming in the SFGS. RGC axons that arborize in AF6 and AF8 also innervate SFGS6, the deepest layer of the SFGS, and SGC [29] . Interestingly, several layers of the tectum, most likely SFGS2-SFGS5, appear to respond more strongly to looming than to dimming. These SFGS layers are innervated by RGCs that do not arborize in any other AFs (projection classes 5-8 [28] ). Thus, looming-selective RGCs, terminating in the SFGS, might underlie the stimulus selectivity of the behavior. It is possible, however, that additional RGC types are required for the behavio, and that the detection of the looming stimulus occurs in the downstream periventricular neurons of the tectum, perhaps via pooling of the inputs from an array of RGC dimming detectors. While the cellular composition of the looming circuit has yet to be revealed, the tectum is likely to be the site where spatiotemporal stimulus features are integrated. Once a critical angular size has been reached, a tectum-generated command could then drive escape motor circuits in the hindbrain, such as the Mauthner neuron and its homologs [38] .
In summary, we have identified a new visual behavior in zebrafish larvae that provides a powerful model for studying sensorimotor integration. Our results identify the essential features of the looming stimulus and indicate a key role for the tectum in the detection of approaching threats. Further studies should illuminate the neural basis of looming detection and the circuit components that underlie this vital behavior. 
